Managed WiFi Solutions for Retail and Hospitality

Cambium Networks cnPilot™ E400 and E500 WiFi Access Points together with the cnMaestro™ network manager provide a compelling solution for retail and hospitality WiFi service.

Make installing, managing, and monetizing WiFi connectivity a breeze with such features as advanced guest portals, Cloud and on-premises controller options, and remote troubleshooting.

QUICK INSTALL
EASY TO MANAGE
GUEST PORTAL ACCESS VOUCHERS
MONETIZE WIFI

“Free WiFi is the #1 hotel amenity”
HOTELS.COM SURVEY

“96% of customers prefer stores that offer free WiFi”
YANKEE GROUP SURVEY
cnPILOT™ E400 INDOOR WIFI

- Dual Band Radios, 802.11ac.
- Built-in Guest Portal.
- Data-traffic access controls.
- WLAN access by time schedule.

cnPILOT™ E500 OUTDOOR WIFI

- Cloud4wi, PurpleWiFi support.
- Wireless mesh support.
- Best in class performance and capacity: 256 clients, 16 WLANs.

cnMAESTRO™ NETWORK MANAGER

- Cloud-based or on-premises platform.
- Configure and manage numerous network devices easily.
- Operate your network centrally with powerful workflows on firmware management, device events and alarms, and historical view of statistics.
- Monitor the whole network remotely with powerful troubleshooting tools.
- Services such as guest portal, social login and voucher-based access.

For more information visit us at: cambiumnetworks.com